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Summary
A test-pitting training exercise was conducted on 25 th and 26th July 2013 by GamArch with
support from Jigsaw Cambridgeshire at 21 Station Road (TP1) and 4 Church End (TP2). The
exercise produced small and medium quantities of finds dating from medieval to modern periods,
suggesting that there has been significant occupation on the sites, which are in close proximity to
the church, in particular at 4 Church End.
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INTRODUCTION
Location and scope of work
The test-pitting exercise was carried out in two locations in the village of Gamlingay.

The work was carried out with kind permission of the owners: Mr and Mrs Boisseaux at 21 Station Rd, and
Mr & Mrs Wright at 4 Church End. At the time of the work the gardens were laid to lawn for many years. The
purpose of the exercise was to find out what human activity and site use had been in the past, by recovering,
identifying and preserving any artefacts. GamArch (Gamlingay Archaeology Group) is an amateur group
interested in and investigating the archaeology of the parishes of Gamlingay and the Hatleys. The group is
supported by Jigsaw Cambridgeshire, which has been providing professional support, advice and training for
local projects involving archaeology.

Geology and topography
The sites are situated on the eastern side of Gamlingay. The soil type is 541A Bearsted which is a well
drained course loamy soil over sandstone, in places ferruginous. The bedrock geology underlying the site is
Woburn sands formation of sandstone (code WBS-SDST) belonging to the lower greensand group of the
early cretaceous age. This typically consists of cross-bedded sandstone or loose sand composed of fine to
course grained quartz sand, glauconitic in part which is commonly silty with a few clay wisps or seams.
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It is locally cemented to iron pan or gritty carstone. There may be some pebbles and phosphatic nodules
towards the base. It is typically grey or greenish-grey, weathering to ochreous yellow brown.
(Sources: Cemetery Development Services Ltd-CDSL/3078 National Soil Resources Institute (NSRI) 2013.
The Soils Guide. Available: www.landis.org.uk. Cranfield University, UK. Last accessed 25/06/2013)

Archaeological and historical background
The medieval village of Gamlingay – one of the largest villages in Cambridgeshire - probably originated
around a triangular green now built over and bounded by Church Street on the north, Stocks Lane on the
south-east and West Street on the west. Before the Conquest the village is thought to have been centred on
the Station Road area since a Middle Saxon cemetery and Early and Middle Saxon occupation was
discovered there in the 1990s. In 1260 Walter de Merton founded Merton College, Oxford and gave much of
his land in Gamlingay to the College, an amount of which it retains to this day. The village was divided into
three manors - Merton, Avenels and Woodbury to the West. The land was divided into three great fields until
the Enclosures of 1848. Avenels, the main medieval manor, passed to Merton College Oxford in 1599, soon
after which the village was devastated by fire. A detailed series of maps by T. Langdon produced soon after
the fire provides important evidence of the topography of the village in this period. (Clarke 2004: 3). A
significant amount of documentary evidence dating from 1279 onwards survives in the form of charters, court
rolls, wills, bills of sale and similar.
The site of TP1 is known to be situated in proximity to Gamlingay Great Barn, adjacent to Merton Manor,
which is situated to the east of the boundary. TP2 is situated on Church End, one of numerous late medieval
dwelling plots, which stretch the length of Church End. This area is known as the earliest existing historical
core of the village, and is within 100 yards of St Marys Church.

Acknowledgements
Thanks to Jemima Woolverton (Project Officer), Edmund Palka and Jo Richards from Jigsaw
Cambridgeshire for their help and training expertise supervising the investigations.
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AIMS AND METHODOLOGY
Aims
The aim of this exercise was to gain experience and undertake test-pitting to find out about the use of the
land in the past. This was the first test-pitting activity conducted by the Gamlingay Archaeology Group
(GamArch) and as such it served also as a means of introducing members to the procedures and methods
involved in conducting archaeological test pits generally, and in how to record the event.

Methodology
TP1
On 25th July 2013 ten GamArch volunteers attended and listened to a powerpoint presentation at the Eco
Hub, which outlined the purposes of test-pitting and the procedures necessary to undertake this kind of
investigation. The group then moved on site to 21 Station Rd, where equipment was unloaded. A CAT
scanner was used to identify a spot in the front garden free from services. A metre square was marked out
with string and tape measure with nails marking the boundary edge. The group removed topsoil onto a
plastic sheet and began to loosen the soil with a mattock, spade and trowel. The soil was removed
incrementally, sieved, and finds placed in the finds trays.
Some finds were washed on site. All finds were labelled and placed in bags demarking what archaeological
context they were found in. The pit (TP1) was dug to a depth of 48cm.
The scale plan and section diagram was completed showing the three contexts identified in TP1. Context
(101) was topsoil, (102) was subsoil, and (103) was modern building rubble. This context overlay the natural
sandstone. After recording of the pit details, the soil was replaced, and the turf repositioned over the hole.
TP2
A further test pit (TP2) was conducted on Friday 26 th July at 4, Church End. The location of the pit was
adjacent to a silver birch tree in an area of the garden previously un-investigated, Grid Reference TL24214
52335. The pit was dug to a depth of 67cm. The scale plan and section diagram were completed and
showed the two layers of strata identified in TP2. Most finds occurred in (201) – the topsoil context. The
majority of older pottery finds were located in context (202) - subsoil.
Unfortunately the change to subsoil (202) at a depth of 0.4 metres was not noticed immediately. However
some finds were kept separate and washed from context (202) and can be accurately recorded as coming
from this layer. These were mostly unglazed pottery shards, dated to the Medieval period, although since
finds were not separated immediately after the colour change was noted there is a strong possibility that
post-Medieval remains were also deposited in this layer.
Two further layers were noted in the NE-SW profile after excavation (see Section 3). (203) referred to a
layer of sandy-silt containing charcoal, and (204) referred to a layer of rubble including CBM. This is
consistent with continued land-use of the site as a back garden for the associated house from the late
Medieval period onwards.
Excavators did not hit natural geology in this testpit, so it is likely the subsoil continued a bit further than was
excavated.
Finds processing and analysis took place in August/September at the Gamlingay Eco Hub. A tally of
numbers of finds by type was then made and the results recorded. After this the finds were put into local
store at the Eco Hub.
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RESULTS
Introduction
The results of the test pitting exercise produced a variety of finds which were recorded and labelled
depending upon their context layer and material. These finds are described in more detail in the following
sections.

Finds Summary
The finds numbered 173 for TP1 and 362 for TP2 giving a combined total of 535 finds.
A large quantity of finds came from TP2. About 90% of these finds were modern including one coin, badge
ensignia, and a scythe. The older material consisted of medieval pottery, further details attached below and
in appendix C. One piece of slag was found. The finds for each test pit consisted of CBM (ceramic building
material), pottery, glass, bone, metal, slag etc.
Archaeological (pre-modern) finds are described in more detail.
Medieval Brick- TP1 find of almost complete brick in solid ground layer consisting of brick, mortar and
hardcore/building rubble level existed at 15cm below the surface. Dimensions indicate the brick was 17 th
century origin, possibly earlier. Modern brick rubble was also found at this depth.
Medieval Pottery- TP2 finds at the lower level at 27cm depth have been identified by Carole Fletcher and are
summarised in Appendix C. The finds consisted of various ELEVER/Everton sandy wares moving towards Late
Medieval Reduced Wares (1300-1500AD). There are also examples of medieval sandywares. The topsoil level
also produced examples of 19th century yelloware, English stoneware, and Frechan German stoneware (16th17th Century).
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Finds
Finds in TP1 support the theory that the manor barn complex yard surface may have existed at 15cm below
the current ground level in the vicinity. We found lots of building rubble, which may have been assoc iated
with the demolition of the manor barn complex. The amount of building material, mortar and rubble at this
level also indicates significant buildings have existed in the vicinity, which corresponds with photographic
and map evidence detailing this to be the location of the Manor barns complex. The oldest find was a brick
dating from the 17th century.
Finds from TP2 indicate a significant period of human occupation dating back to early medieval times
(c.1100 AD). Proximity of the site to the church and late medieval dwelling shows the area to be used
throughout the medieval period to the modern day. A high level of finds were recorded. Subsoil level finds
between 27cm to 43cm were in part separated and some can be contextualised relating to the medieval
period. The archaeology of TP2 is consistent with continued land-use of the site as a back garden for the
associated house from the late Medieval period onwards.

Recommendations
The group learnt how to undertake test pit activities and the importance of recording and watching for changes
in material to indicate different activities in the past. The group recognised the importance of separating finds
and spoil in relation to identified layers, and the requirements for accurately recording data on site for future
reference.
We have gained knowledge of human occupation in the areas identified back to the medieval period, and
would like to investigate whether there is any archaeological evidence for the Great Fire in 1660, with further
investigation in proximity of Church End/Dutter End.
Further investigation into the dating of the tithe barn and nearby moat adjacent to the Merton Manor Barns
complex would further enhance the understanding of when Dutter End/Church became the new centre of the
settlement. This may help to understand the relationship with the earlier Saxon settlement on Station Road.
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APPENDIX A: TRENCH DESCRIPTIONS AND CONTEXT INVENTORY
Test pit 1
General description

Orientation

N/A

Square test pit located away from service anomalies

Depth (m)

0.48

in front garden (1.6m above road level behind retain-

Width (m)

1m

Length (m)

1m

ing wall). Weather hot and sunny. Material was dense
and compacted.
Contexts
context
type
no

Width Depth
comment
(m)
(m)

finds

date

CBM, burnt stone, modern pottery,
101

Layer

1m

0.18

Topsoil

glass, charcoal, clay pipe, slag and

Modern

stone
102

Layer

1m

0.09

Subsoil

No finds

Modern
Modern,

103

Layer

1m

0.15

Building rubble

CBM, burnt stone, (mostly modern)
pottery, glass, metal, charcoal, button

postmedieval,
medieval

Test pit 2
General description

Orientation

N/A

Square pit located in rear garden of 4 Church End,

Depth (m)

0.67m

Width (m)

1m

Length (m)

1m

area previously undisturbed, in front of silver birch
tree. Listed property16th century, close proximity to
church. Weather hot and sunny, significant level of
finds through all layers, reduction in finds in layer 202.
Two more layers were visible only in the NE-SW section: a grey sandy-silt charcoal-rich layer (203) and a
layer of rubble (204)
Contexts
context
type
no

Width Depth
(m)
(m)

comment

finds

date

Brick, tile, mortar, burnt stone, mod201

Layer

1m

0.4m

Topsoil

ern pottery, glass, leather, metal,

Modern,

charcoal, slag, red earthenware,

post-

animal bone, police/fire penants,

medieval

metal scythe, clay pipe, plastic, rub-
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ber, slate, wood, flint

202

Layer

1m

0.27m

Subsoil (not fully

Older pottery, black slipware, spher-

excavated)

ical marble-sized ball, CBM.

203

Layer

1m

c.0.25m Dumped layer

204

Layer

1m

c.0.25m Dumped layer

Band of grey sandy-silt containing
charcoal
Rubble dump of stones and CBM
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Postmedieval medieval

unknown
unknown

APPENDIX B: FINDS REPORTS
B.1 Pottery
Identified by Carole Fletcher, collated by GamArch and Jemima Woolverton
Introduction
B.1.1 The evaluation produced a small pottery assemblage of 143 sherds from 4 contexts,
weighing 0.5kg. The condition of the overall assemblage is moderately abraded to
abraded.
B.1.2

Ceramic fabric abbreviations used in the text are:

Brill
Developed St Neots Type Ware
Early Medieval Sandy Ware
English Stoneware
Frechan German Stoneware
Late Medieval Reduced Ware/Everton
Medieval Sandy Ware
Shelly Ware
Refined White earthenware
Yellow ware

DNEOT
EMSW
ENGS
Frechan
ELEVER
MSW
SHW
RFWE
YELL

Context

Fabric

Basic Form

101
101
103
103
201

Plant pot
Glazed
Glazed
ELEVER
PMR

201
201

Plant pot
YELL

1
2

modern
19th century

201
201

RFWE
Frechan

2
1

19th century
16-17th century

201
201

SHW
Red cream
glaze

2
15

0.310

11-15th century
Modern/Victorian

201

Pot sherds

86

0.270

201
201
201
201

ENGS
MSW
ELEVER
ELEVER

various

Earthenware

Assorted glazed plates/
cups/bowls
Rim of plate
Bowl
Rim of bowl
Various – towards late
medieval bodysherds
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Sherd
Count
1
5
8
1
7

1
3
1
7

Weight
(kg)
0.001
-

Context date range
modern
modern
modern
1300-1500 AD (CF)
1500-1800

Modern/victorian glazed
tableware
19th-20th century
1100-1500AD
Reduced c.1300
1300-1500AD

201

ELEVER

202
202
202
202
202
203

MSW
LMSW
BRILL
ELEVER
SHW

Various-towards late
medieval-jar and bowl
rims
Various
Unglazed

Finds
(201)
Finds
(201)

204

accounted

with

accounted

with

2

1300-1500AD

5
1
1
15
1

1300AD
1350-1550AD
Medieval
1300-1500AD
1300

B.2 Ceramic Building Material
Identified by Rob Atkins, collated by GamArch
B2.1 The evaluation produced a large CBM assemblage of 151 articles from 4 contexts weighing
8.5kg. There was a significant large amount of brick , roof and floor tile fragments, mostly modern,
which is not recorded in any detail.
Context

Form

Count

Weight (kg)

Fabrc

Context date range

103

1

1kg

Hard fired
dull
pale
creamyellow fabric

With mortar-17th Century
possibly medieval (14301780)

101

Brick,
4cm
deep,11cm
wide and
22cm long
mortar
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0.06

201

slate

1

0.01

Some dark
pink wash
Small
flat
slate
fragment

Colour of render to cottage
prior to restoration in 2000
modern

B.3 Stone
A machine-made stone ball. Probably not a marble, as has one flat side. Weight: XXg.(Jemima)
Three pieces of chalk were found in 201 test pit 2. Two pieces of charcoal were found in TP1 101,
and 18 pieces of coal/charcoal found in TP2 201 (140g). 4 flints were found in TP2 (201) which were
not significant. 13 pieces of burnt stone were found -2 in 101, 1 in 103 and 10 in 201.
B.4 Faunal Remains
B4.1 The evaluation produced 18 pieces of animal bone weighing 60g.
One piece is an animals tooth.
B.5 Slag
Two pieces of slag were found, one at each test pit. The piece of slag found in TP2 is of ferrus
material from iron smelting, possibly medieval, most probably later.
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B.6 Metal
B6.1 A reasonably large assemblage of metal objects, the majority being metal nails and hinges. One
large find was a metal scythe weighing 470g found in TP2 201 from the 1th or early 20 th century. A
further 640g of nails, and hinges were found, mostly from TP2. Two police/fire penants were found,
possibly part of a uniform (early 20th century).
B.7 Leather
Context

Form

Count

Weight (kg)

Comment

201

Shoe

1

0.00x

With fine
nails-possibly
part of child’s
shoe or heel?

Context date
range
modern

B.8 Glass
B.8.1 250g of glass (mostly modern) was found in TP2, one modern glass marble. The glass was
mostly transparent clear glass. One piece of window glass, rest is mostly vessel glass. All finds are
modern, oldest from the 19th century.
Context

Form

Count

Weight (kg)

Comment

103

Glass shard

1

0.001

With patina

201

Purple
square
moulded
pattern
green

2

0.001

1

0.001

201

Context date
range
Modern,
possibly earlier
modern

With patina

Possibly
earlier

B.9 PLASTIC
B.9.1 Assorted plastic /early plastic and rubber items were found in TP2 201-small teat, rubber
washer,toy car wheel, button, small plastic comb base with no tignes,,part of plastic drawer runner,
small bead (all modern).

B10 Wood
B10.1 One piece of wood was found in 201 2.5cm long, 1cm wide (modern)

B11 Clay pipe
B11.1 3 Small pieces of clay pipe were found in TP101 18 th century. 1 small piece of clay pipe found

in TP2 -201-18th century.

APPENDIX C – CONTEXT SHEETS
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16

17

18
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APPENDIX D – SECTION DRAWINGS
Section 1 TP1

(101) Topsoil

(102) subsoil
(103) hardcore

Section 2 TP2

(201) Topsoil

(202) Subsoil

Section 3 TP2 NE-SW Profile
NE

SW

(201) Topsoil
(203) Grey silt

(202) Subsoil

(204) Rubble
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